Revised pathophysiology on BBB damage: the edema as an ingeniously provided condition for cell motility and lesion repair.
Probably, the most important evidence concerning the breakdown of the BBB is a large inflow of hematogenous fluid into the extravascular spaces. Thus all parenchymal cell elements represent freely floating cells in this fluid medium called the edema fluid. These essential morphological alterations, such as extremely expanded extracellular space and freely floating cells within the fluid, were also observed in the developing normal fetal brain. Many neuroblasts were vigorously migrating in the fetal brain, as were the macrophages and reactive astrocytes in the edema fluid. Obviously, hematogenous cells and reactive astrocytes in the edematous lesion take part in its repair. Many astrocytes, GFAP positive, in the 3 or 4 day-old lesions, revealed mitosis. And in vitro, when we immersed these astrocytes in the protein and glucose rich medium, they demonstrated a remarkably changed morphology and were moved into the M and G1 phases, thus gaining the ability of cell motility. This was also true in the edema fluid. Brain edema is definitely a serious "pathological" condition. But it is also conceivable from a different biological aspect that as a result of BBB "opening", free extracellular space essential for cell motility and a source of their energy is ingeniously provided for these cells, and thus the lesion can be effectively repaired. The biological significance of the edema fluid was emphasized and stereotaxic morphology and cinematography, supporting the above evidence, have also been presented.